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...what is requested?
...what is used?
...how to facilitate?
...which systems to use?
...etc.
The Challenge

- Use of video, podcasts, audio, and interactive learning materials is increasing
- Unclear true needs and demands
- Unclear how these media and technologies can be facilitated and which systems to use
The Objectives

• The aim of this working group is to address
  – the utility of the different media, technologies, and systems
  – the needs and wishes of the students and instructors
  – experimenting with various systems
  – the “EUNIS-status”
Possible Tasks

• A survey of the IT/media usage, needs and wishes
• A (continuous) overview and discussion of systems
• Reviewing and testing systems
• A survey (snap shot) of used systems within EUNIS
• To scan for similar projects and their results
• Knowledge sharing through EUNIS paper(s) on
  – System reviews results
  – Results of survey of the IT/media needs and wishes
  – Snap shots about used systems
Contact

• Mikkel Godsk,
  the E-learning Unit,
  University of Aarhus,
  Mail.: godsk@e-learning.au.dk
  Tel.: +45 8942 6841